
This is sustainable.
Rail freight transport at DB Cargo



Climate and environmental protection 
are amongst the greatest challenges 
of our times. And it also applies to us 
in the transport and logistics sector: 
around a quarter of the greenhouse 
gas carbon dioxide in Europe is caused 
by traffic. Transport noise negatively 
impacts the environment and health. 
 Unsustainable transport concepts 
 endanger our  prosperity. At the same 
time, however, logistics is a key driver 
of our economy. So we in trade and 
 industry have a  particular  obligation to 
design  transport concepts that are sus-
tainable and  environmentally friendly. 
The first step here  involves using modes 
of transport  sensibly and  efficiently. 
To reach the climate goals set by the 
 European Union we need a strong rail.

The green solution of choice:  
rail freight transport 

Did you know that rail is one of the  
safest and most eco-friendly means of 
transport? A freight train consumes as 
little as a fifth of the energy required by 
a truck and saves more than 80 % of the 
greenhouse gas emissions. This means 
that rail transport provides a basis for 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
means of a modal shift. But this is still 
not eco-friendly enough for us. And 
that is why we have set ourselves the 
target of reducing specific final energy 
consumption at DB Cargo by 30 % until 
2030 compared to 2006 levels.
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How do we do this? 

We achieve this, for example, by training 
our drivers in energy-efficient driving. 
Our driver assistance system LEADER 
(Locomotive Engineer Assist Display and 
Event Recorder) gives them additional 
on-board support, with recommenda-
tions on speeds depending on timetable 
and route profile. Moreover, we are 
constantly modernising our fleet: we 
are promoting the use of low-pollutant 
hybrid vehicles, for example modern 
multi-system locomotives. We have 
reduced traffic noise by fitting all our 
freight wagons in Germany with „whis-
per brakes“ by 2020, for example. By 
2025, our electric track locomotives in 
Germany will also be running with quiet 
brake systems.

Do you want to become even 
more climate-friendly? 

Then we have a solution: Climate+  
offers you the most sustainable trans-
port solution based on your own 
 requirements. We prioritise the avoid-
ance of emissions through the use of 
100 % renewable power or alternative 
fuels. In addition, we offset unavoidable 
emissions that continue to be generated 
through meaningful climate protection 
projects. This makes us at DB Cargo 
your reliable partner when it comes to 
sustainable and eco-friendly transport. 

With us you protect the 
environment

Simply drop us a line. Let us join forces
to make your transport sustainable and
protect our environment. For us, being 
green is not just some kind of act. It is a 
mindset that shapes all of our actions. 
This is what This is green stands for –  
with our environmental strategy and 
over 150 eco-friendly measures: 
https://gruen.deutschebahn.com/en
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Climate+
Become a pioneer  

in climate protection
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Climate+  
Your choice for the climate

Do you want to transport your goods 
in a sustainable and eco-friendly 
way? Are the environmental benefits 
of rail not enough for you? We have a 
solution for this: with Climate+ you 
can transport your goods climate- 
neutral. So how does that work?  
We determine the  specific emissions 
of your transport for you with the aid 
of the independent  calculation tool 
EcoTransIT World from IVE mbH. 
Based on this, we create a sustain-
able transport  concept for you.

For Climate+, we ensure compliance 
with the highest quality standards 
and certify the amount of greenhouse 
gas emissions avoided or offset. The 
certificate shows transparently which 
emissions have been saved and how. 
The emissions avoided can then be 
offset against your carbon footprint. 
This enables you to position your-
self credibly as a climate-protection 
 pioneer.

Planning your transport and  
making emissions transparent

Implementing a sustainable 
transport concept and 
 protecting the climate

Receive your environmental 
certificate

Avoiding emissions is the number 
one priority when creating a sustain-
able transport concept.  In concrete 
terms, this means that we use 100 % 
renewable power on electrified 
routes in Germany and other coun-
tries. On diesel routes in Germany 
we reduce emissions by around 90 % 
with the biofuel HVO (“hydrotreated 
vegetable oils”) compared to fossil 
diesel. We offset unavoidable emis-
sions by  supporting climate protec-
tion projects according to CDM and 
Gold Standard around the world. You 
 decide the routes on which you want 
to use  Climate+. With Climate+, you 
are also protecting the climate in a 
 second way: we use ten per cent of 
the revenues to promote, on your 
 behalf, systems that generate or 
store renewable electricity.
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